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H I G H L I G H T S
• Machine learning is used to estimate
the performance of oxygen carriers for
chemical-looping.• The workflow for applying machine
learning in oxygen carriers is eluci-
dated.• Artificial neural networks are used to
predict the reactivity of manganese
ores.• Bootstrap resampling is used to add
the confidence intervals to the pre-
dicted data.• A high prediction accuracy was
achieved when testing these models
on unseen data.
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A B S T R A C T
Heterogeneous, multi-component materials such as industrial tailings or by-products, along with naturally oc-
curring materials, such as ores, have been intensively investigated as candidate oxygen carriers for chemical-
looping processes. However, these materials have highly variable compositions, and this strongly influences their
chemical-looping performance. Here, using machine learning techniques, we estimate the performance of het-
erogeneous, multi-component materials as oxygen carriers for chemical-looping. Experimental data for 19
manganese ores chosen as potential chemical-looping oxygen carriers were used to create a so-called training
database. This database has been used to train several supervised artificial neural network models (ANN), which
were used to predict the reactivity of the oxygen carriers with different fuels and the oxygen transfer capacity
with only the knowledge of reactor bed temperature, elemental composition, and mechanical properties of the
manganese ores. This novel approach explores ways of dealing with the training dataset, learning algorithms and
topology of ANN models to achieve enhanced prediction precision. Stacked neural networks with a bootstrap
resampling technique have been applied to achieve high precision and robustness on new input data, and the
confidence intervals were used to assess the precision of these predictions. The current results indicate that the
best trained ANNs can produce highly accurate predictions for both the training database and the unseen data
with the high coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.94) and low mean absolute error (MAE = 0.057). We en-
vision that the application of these ANNs and other machine learning algorithms will accelerate the development
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of oxygen carrying materials for a range of chemical-looping applications and offer a rapid screening tool for
new potential oxygen carriers.
1. Introduction
Chemical-looping combustion (CLC) and chemical-looping with
oxygen uncoupling (CLOU) are state-of-the-art methods for heat and
power production, which can achieve CO2 separation at low cost and
with very low energy penalties [1]. The chemical-looping process is
carried out in a dual fluidised-bed reactor system, where the oxygen is
transported from an air reactor to a fuel reactor by means of an oxygen
carrier [2]. The chemical-looping concept can also be integrated with
steam reforming (SR-CLC) for H2 production or operated under partial
oxidation for chemical-looping gasification (CLG) and reforming (CLR)
to generate a syngas [3–7]. Furthermore, CLC can be implemented in
current fluidised bed boilers through oxygen-carrier-aided combustion
(OCAC), which partially or completely replaces bed materials with
oxygen-carrier materials to enhance the combustion process [8,9].
In CLC, the fuel, here idealised as a pure hydrocarbon (CnH2m), is
oxidised by the oxygen carrier, here denoted as a metal oxide (MyOx) to
produce CO2 and steam [1,10] according to the following global reac-
tion scheme:+ + + + +n m n m m n(2 )M O C H (2 )M O H O COxy x n 2m y 1 2 2 (1)
Subsequently, the reduced oxygen carrier particles are reoxidised by
air as shown in Reaction (2).
+M O 1
2
O M Oy x 1 2 y x (2)
For CLOU, gaseous oxygen is released from the oxygen carrier,
Reaction (3), and thereafter, the fuel reacts with the gas-phase oxygen
as in normal combustion processes to produce CO2 and H2O through
Reaction (4), allowing easy separation of CO2 by condensing the steam.
The reduced oxygen carrier is regenerated by Reaction (2) in the air
reactor [1].
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2
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Over the last two decades, extensive research has been conducted
on the chemical-looping process focused on reactor design, oxygen-
carrier materials development and continuous operation testing [11].
Currently, the overall technology readiness level (TRL) for CLC is esti-
mated as TRL 6, and well over a 1000 materials based on Ni, Cu, Fe,
Mn, Co, as well as other mixed oxides and inexpensive materials, have
been investigated at different research institutes, e.g., ICB-CSIC in
Zaragoza, Vienna University of Technology, Technical University
Darmstadt, Ohio State University, University of Utah, Southeast Uni-
versity in Nanjing, and Chalmers University of Technology in Gothen-
burg among others [3,12,13]. In addition, a range of materials have
been successfully tested in long-term, continuous operation in CLC fa-
cilities from 0.3 kWth to 1 MWth worldwide [11,14].
A key barrier to chemical-looping technologies development is the
selection of the optimal oxygen-carrier materials according to the cri-
teria of cost, availability, reactivity, oxygen transfer capacity as well as
stability over a large number of reduction/oxidation cycles [3,15,16].
Many reviews are available, which provide a detailed summary of ex-
perience and knowledge related to CLC oxygen carrying
[3,10,14,16–18].
Besides the investigation of pure and synthetic metal oxides for
oxygen carrying materials, ores and industrial products as oxygen
carriers have attracted great interest due to their low cost and
availability, especially where they offer sufficient reactivity for use with
solid fuels. Leion et al. [19,20] conducted a series of tests to identify
suitable candidates as oxygen carrying materials for CLC based on Fe-
and Mn-containing ores as well as industrial products in a bench-scale,
batch fluidised bed reactor. Later on, researchers studied the feasibility
of using Norwegian industrial tailings as well as minerals and ores as
the oxygen carrying materials for CLC. The results indicated that
manganese ores represent a promising candidate for use in CLC pro-
cesses [15]. The high reactivity seen with Mn-based materials may be
explained by the propensity of such materials to release oxygen to the
gas phase, or having CLOU properties. Arjmand et al. [21] evaluated six
different manganese ores as oxygen carrier for CLC of solid fuels.
Sundqvist et al. [22,23] invested the reactivity of 19 different manga-
nese ores with methane and syngas, as well as their oxygen uncoupling
behaviour in a batch, fluidised-bed reactor. The results indicated that
some of these manganese ores exhibited high reactivity with different
gaseous fuels, had lower attrition rates and low cost; and in summary,
they were promising candidates for CLC processes. In addition, many
ores and industrial products, such as iron ores, ilmenite, manganese
ores and slags, have been tested in continuous CLC operation processes
and show promising behaviour [24–31].
Unfortunately, such ores and industrial products have highly vari-
able compositions, and contain heterogeneous, multi-component
phases and, hence, their performance may vary significantly. For Mn
ores, this may be particularly true, as it is well known that common
impurities affect the thermodynamics to a large extent. Therefore, some
researchers have suggested that extensive investigation on hetero-
geneous, multi-component materials may be necessary to determine if
they are suitable for chemical-looping [19].
Given the versatility of Artificial Intelligence (AI), various areas,
such as games, automation, medical and process control, have begun to
apply AI to achieve improved performance, prediction of unmeasured
parameters, or pattern recognition [32]. Machine learning (ML), which
can be classified into supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement
learning, is part of the wider spectrum of AI technology that applies
statistical techniques to allow models to progressively improve perfor-
mance [33]. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are one of the most
widely applied machine learning approaches. Inspired by the learning
behaviour of the human brain, ANNs have been widely applied in
various applications, including control, robotics, pattern recognition,
forecasting, medicine, power systems, manufacturing, optimisation,
signal processing, and social/psychological science [34,35]. ANNs can
act as a “black box” that can generate the desired output given a set of
input data, and they can learn from the historical data and are able to
deal with different disciplines for tasks such as prediction, classifica-
tion, and pattern recognition [36,37].
Recently, ANN has been used in carbon capture technologies,
mainly focused on the process modelling and control of amine-based
post-combustion technology [38–41]. In terms of carbon capture ma-
terials, some researchers proposed using large-scale computational
screening to aid the experimental investigation to discover novel ma-
terials for calcium looping and chemical-looping [42,43]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, ANNs or other machine learning algorithms
have not been applied to the area of oxygen carriers for chemical-
looping processes. To develop the next generation of chemical-looping
materials and reduce the time and cost of material development, it is
necessary to evaluate whether data-driven ML algorithms can allow us
to exploit valuable information contained in historical experimental
data to assist the design and manufacture of optimal oxygen carriers.
Further, for complex natural oxygen carriers, the multi-element, multi-
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phase environment makes it very difficult to predict behaviour using
traditional chemical characterisation, and here data-driven approaches
could be of significant use for determining important parameters, and
provide guidance for what to search for in natural systems.
In this work, we explore the potential application of ML algorithms
in estimating the performance of heterogeneous, multi-component
materials as oxygen carriers for chemical-looping processes.
Feedforward backpropagation artificial neural networks that can pre-
dict the reactivity of manganese ores as oxygen carriers for CLC/CLOU
are used as an example to illustrate the feasibility of applying ML in the
development of oxygen-carrier materials. The experimental data of
different manganese ores in CLC/CLOU under a bench-scale, batch
fluidised-bed reactor have been used as the datasets to develop the ANN
models, and then the performance of the trained ANN for estimation of
the reactivity of manganese ores as oxygen carriers has been discussed.
2. Methodology
2.1. Materials
In this work, 19 manganese ores from various suppliers around the
world were analysed. These ores were first calcined in air at 950 °C for
24 h in a box furnace, and then crushed and sieved to a particle size
fraction of 125–180 µm. Their elemental compositions were analysed
and determined by ICP-SFMS (Inductively-Coupled Plasma – Sector
Field Mass Spectrometry). The results of elemental compositions and
physical properties such as attrition index, crushing strength and BET
surface area are shown in Table 1. It is clear that the ores contain a
significant fraction of metals and semi-metals in addition to manganese.
For instance, enhanced levels of Fe, Si, Ca and Mg, all components
which can affect CLC behaviour, are present.
2.2. Experimental investigation
The experimental investigations with the manganese ores were
conducted in a batch fluidised-bed reactor. A quartz liner (820 mm
long, 22 mm I.D.) was placed inside the main body of the reactor and a
porous quartz plate, the gas distributor, was located 370 mm from the
bottom. The reactor was heated with an electrical furnace and the
fluidisation of particles was monitored by the pressure fluctuations over
the reactor. Gases controlled by mass flow controllers were injected
from the bottom of the reactor to enable fluidisation of the particles.
From the outlet of the reactor, the exhaust gases were sent to a cooler to
remove the moisture from the gas stream. Subsequently, the volumetric
flow and gas composition of the dry gas stream were analysed with a
Rosemount NGA 2000 multi-component gas analyser, where con-
centrations of CH4, CO, CO2 and O2 were measured.
The performance of the manganese ores was assessed with regard to
their oxygen release and reactivity towards methane and syngas (50%
CO in H2) at three temperatures (900 °C, 950 °C and 1000 °C).
Additional tests for their performance with syngas were conducted at
bed temperature of 850 °C. The CO2 yield from syngas and methane
conversion are given in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. A schematic
description of the experimental system and more details of the experi-
mental investigation can be found elsewhere [22,23,44]
= +PP PCO COCO CO2 2 (5)
= + +PP P PCH COCO CO CH4 22 4 (6)
2.3. Estimation of reactivity of manganese ores using the artificial neural
network
2.3.1. Background of artificial neural network
Artificial neural networks are composed of input, hidden and output
layers as well as a number of parallel-interconnected neurons in each
layer. The input data are received by the neurons of the input layer and
the output of each input neuron feeds into the neurons of a hidden
layer. Then their output is transferred either through more hidden
layers or directly to the output layer to achieve the results or predic-
tions. With the tuning of activation functions by adjusting the weight
and bias vectors between the neurons in each layer, the prediction
performance can be enhanced. The above process of single-layer net-
works can be expressed by the following equation:
= +=y f x w bn i
n
n i
n
i
n
1 (7)
Herein, yn are the output signals of the current layer and input
signals of neurons of the next layer; xn are the input signals of the
network; win and bin are the values of weights and biases between the
neurons, respectively. f is the activation function, where a sigmoid
function is usually applied, as shown in Eq. (8).
= +f e11x x( ) (8)
The training process of the ANNs aims to achieve the lowest root
mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) (described
by Eqs. (9) and (10)) and the highest coefficient of determination (R2)
Table 1
Elemental compositions and physical properties of the manganese ores investigated.
Composition (wt%) and
properties
EB EC AN AC SB SA GZ SC BR EG GL MT NCH SL SAB SAA UMK TS HM
Mn 32.42 11.53 35.31 34.59 54.76 52.60 18.01 46.11 58.36 50.44 34.59 15.85 42.51 36.75 46.83 38.91 61.97 42.51 53.32
Fe 21.70 51.80 11.90 10.50 16.10 9.10 28.70 5.18 3.57 10.50 5.88 35.70 11.90 4.13 11.90 16.10 3.85 5.39 7.00
Si 4.67 4.57 7.00 6.53 3.17 3.92 7.47 3.73 0.93 0.89 2.85 6.07 1.59 3.03 2.15 1.73 0.93 4.43 1.73
Al 1.22 1.27 1.64 1.69 0.17 2.49 7.41 3.39 1.91 0.32 0.12 1.64 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.26 2.06 0.20 4.55
Ti 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.01 0.12 0.72 0.23 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.02 0.14
Ca 1.71 0.86 9.29 12.86 2.43 0.93 0.20 1.86 0.14 1.43 8.57 0.59 6.21 8.57 5.93 3.93 0.17 10.71 0.07
K 0.46 0.27 0.21 0.32 0.07 1.08 0.24 1.00 0.61 0.12 0.07 0.34 0.07 0.33 0.07 0.07 0.59 0.17 1.08
Mg 0.84 0.39 3.96 3.54 0.37 0.22 0.56 0.25 0.34 0.96 2.22 0.11 0.60 1.80 0.72 0.41 0.34 2.34 0.07
Na 0.38 0.30 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.21 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.38 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.15 0.04 0.14 0.04 0.08 0.04
P 0.13 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.13
Attrition (wt%/h) 3.59 4.07 1.99 4.51 1.29 1.21 2.88 1.37 2.80 4.60 4.30 6.10 2.40 4.30 2.40 2.20 4.90 3.20 8.40
Crushing strength (N) 1.90 1.70 2.80 2.20 3.20 3.40 2.40 3.20 1.90 3.70 4.50 1.80 3.80 3.70 4.70 4.30 4.20 2.60 2.00
BET (m2/g) 16.40 0.39 0.14 0.61 0.28 0.11 1.46 0.10 1.20 0.75 1.10 1.20 0.86 6.10 0.41 1.20 12.00 0.70 1.40
EB = Elwaleed Grade B, EC = Elwaleed Grade C, AN= Autlan Nodules, AC = Autlan Carbonate, SB = Sibelco Braunite, SA = SinAus, GZ = Guizhou, SC = Sibelco
Calcined, BR = Brazilian (Buritirama), EG = Egyptian, GL = Gloria, MT = Metmin, NCH = Nchwaning, SL = Slovakian, SAB = South Africa B, SAA = South
Africa A, UMK = United Manganese of Kalahari, TS = Tshipi, HM = Eramet HM.
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between the target output (ti) and predicted output (yi) from the ANNs
by adjusting the weights and biases according to the training algo-
rithms.
= =RMSE n t y1 ( )i
n
i i
1
2
(9)
= =MAE n t y1 | |in i i1 (10)
The ability of the ANN model to learn and generalise the relation-
ship of practical and complex non-linear processes has developed as a
powerful tool to predict the properties and performance in material
science [45–51]. The application of ANNs in estimation of the perfor-
mance of heterogeneous, multi-component materials as oxygen carriers
for chemical-looping process ought to provide a cost-effective approach
to predict the performance and aid the design of oxygen carriers for
chemical-looping. In this work, we consider the general workflow in
developing a machine learning model to predict the performance of the
oxygen carriers and the potential method to aid the design of the
oxygen-carrying materials, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the following
sections, we will illustrate how to reutilise the ANN model trained by
the experimental data to predict the reactivity of manganese ores as
oxygen carrying materials in CLC/CLOU.
2.3.2. Database
A database that consists of the physical and chemical properties,
experimental conditions, reactivity with fuels and oxygen release rates
has been established based on previous work [22,23]. From here, one
must decide the input and output parameters of the ANNs, and generate
the training database from the experimental data. As mentioned earlier,
it is well established for manganese ores that the oxygen release be-
haviour and reactivity with fuels are dependent on the type of the ore,
and their properties including elemental compositions, attrition rate,
crushing strength and surface area, and experimental investigation
conditions (temperature, pressure, flow rate and fuel type). Therefore,
fourteen parameters, including the mass concentration of the elements
Mn, Fe, Si, Al, Ti, Ca, K, Mg, Na and P, bed temperature, attrition index,
crushing strength and BET surface area of the fresh materials, have been
considered as inputs of the training database. For the output para-
meters, the reactivity with syngas, methane and the oxygen release to
the gas phase were selected, as they are the most valuable parameters to
evaluate the performance and determine whether they are suitable for
chemical-looping.
A linear correlation analysis and feature selection by neighbourhood
component analysis for regression was performed to select the most
important inputs (termed ‘feature’) out of the 14 possible inputs by
calculating the absolute values of Pearson Correlation Coefficients
(PCC) (this data is available in the Fig. S.1. to S.3. in the Supplementary
Materials) and feature weights (Fig. S.4. in the Supplementary
Materials). In this case, the PCC value of 0.5–1 implies a strong linear
correlation, whereas 0 indicates a weak linear correlation. For the
feature weights analysis, an unimportant input would have a feature
weighting close to zero. Based on these analyses, we selected seven out
of the initially considered 14 inputs for the reactivity predictions and
four out of 14 inputs for oxygen release rate predictions. The seven
inputs chosen were bed temperature, crushing strength, and elemental
compositions of Al, Ti, P, Si, and K. It is interesting to note that the
reactivity with syngas and methane was not found to be highly corre-
lated with the main constituent parts of the ores – Mn and Fe. The four
chosen inputs for oxygen releasing rate predictor were bed tempera-
ture, and elemental compositions of Fe, Mn, and Si. These reduced input
models were compared against ANN models that utilised all 14 inputs,
which were able to predict the oxygen release rate and reactivity si-
multaneously.
The abbreviations of each of the ores investigated are summarised in
Table S.1 of the Supplementary Materials. In addition, the experimental
data of the reactivity with syngas of 19 different ores at bed tempera-
ture 850 °C were selected as an unseen dataset, which was not included
in the original training database and only used to assess the perfor-
mance and robustness of the trained ANNs.
Fig. 1. Workflow of developing a machine-learning model for oxygen carriers in the chemical-looping process.
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2.3.3. Optimising artificial neural network models
Once the original training database (171 input-output pairs) was
established, the next step was to design and train the ANN models. In
this work, MATLAB was used to develop the feedforward ANN models.
Three training functions designated as trainlm, trainbr and trainbfg have
been selected to train the multi-layer neural networks. Trainlm is a
popular fast backpropagation algorithm that updates the weight and
bias values according to Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation in su-
pervised learning ANNs. Trainbr is the Bayesian regularisation back-
propagation algorithm, which minimises a combination of squared er-
rors and weights, and then decides the correct combination to achieve a
more generalised neural network. Trainbfg is the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) quasi-Newton back-
propagation algorithm that updates weights and biases according to the
BFGS quasi-Newton method. To improve the ANNs generalisation and
avoid overfitting, the original training database is randomly divided
into different datasets and an “early stopping” mechanism has been
applied in the training algorithms. For the trainlm and trainbfg algo-
rithms, the input data was randomly dived in a training set (70%),
validation set (15%) and test set (15%). For the the trainbr algorithm,
80% of the dataset was used for training and 20% assigned to the test
set for ANNs. No validation set was used for the trainbr algorithm be-
cause trainbr has its own form of validation built into the algorithm. It is
also worth noting that the input data of the training database was
normalised to values between 0 and 1, before training the ANNs, to
prevent any unintended bias occurring in the training data.
It is a complex task to decide the topology (number of neurons and
hidden layers) of the ANN and to train the ANN. In order to achieve the
optimal ANN model to predict the reactivity of manganese ores, several
MATLAB scripts were developed to decide the topology of the ANN. The
performances of the ANNs were evaluated by the minimum value of the
mean absolute error (MAE) and the highest value of the coefficient of
determination (R2). Single and double hidden layer ANNs were in-
vestigated. The single hidden layer ANNs with the number of neurons
from one to twenty-five, and two hidden layers ANNs (number of
neurons: first hidden layer from one to twenty-five, and second hidden
layer from one to thirty-five) were trained and validated with the three
training functions. The random number seed was reset at the beginning
of each new number of hidden neuron trials. The trained ANNs are then
further assessed by the unseen dataset to investigate their performance
and robustness to new inputs. The architecture of ANN with two hidden
layers is shown in Fig. 2.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Performance of the trained neural networks
The prediction performance of the trained neural networks was
evaluated by the root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute
error (MAE) and the coefficient of determination (R2). Lower values of
RMSE and MAE, along with higher values of R2 indicated better-fitting
ANN models. The proposed ANN structures with different training al-
gorithms were trained by the original training database. The perfor-
mances of proposed ANNs were varied with the number of neurons in
each hidden layer as shown in Figs S.5. and S.6. Only the single hidden
layer neural networks with trainbr indicated that the MAE of the ANN
decreased when increasing the number of neurons. This is because
trainbr not only checks the performance of the model, but also de-
termines how large the weights are, and this results in this training
method producing more generalised ANN models. Therefore, it is ne-
cessary to try different structures of ANNs to optimise the ANN models.
Once optimised ANN models were obtained with different hidden layers
and number of neurons, the results showed that the data predicted by
the ANN models fitted the experimental results well. The performance
of the trained neural networks with different topologies and training
functions are shown in Table S.2. (14-inputs) and Table S.3. (7-inputs)
in the Supplementary materials. The performance of the trained neural
networks with the functions trainlm and trainbfg increased with in-
creasing number of hidden layers, whereas performance with the
function trainbr was not improved by increasing the number of hidden
layers. Furthermore, the reduced input models did not improve the
performance of trained ANNs, this is likely due to the strong correlating
features not being able to represent all the information within the ex-
perimental training data. By only utilising the strongest correlating
features, the weak correlating features are excluded and their minor,
but important, impact on the final predictions is lost. The authors also
suggest that these weaker correlating features are an important part of
the dataset that enable the production of a generalised model. Fig. 3
presents a comparison of experimental and predicted data by trainlm
with different optimised numbers of neurons in the hidden layers at a
bed temperature of 900 °C with different numbers of inputs. Further
comparisons of the ANN predicted data with the experimental results is
presented in Figs. S.7.–S.10. in the Supplementary Materials.
Fig. 2. Proposed neural networks structure to predict the reactivity of manganese ores in the chemical-looping process.
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3.2. Confirmation of model robustness using unseen data
Another important requirement for the ANN models is that they
should not only accurately predict data within the training, validation
and testing database but also provide a high prediction accuracy and
robustness with new data that was not included within the training
database. As previously mentioned, the selected ANNs were utilised to
predict the reactivity of manganese ores with syngas at a bed tem-
perature of 850 °C, which formed an unseen dataset to confirm the
robustness and generality of the optimised ANNs. In addition, the
performance of single optimised ANNs was compared with the stacked
ANNs, which combine the results of 50 different ANNs with the same
structure and different initial weights and biases. In the case of the
performance on the unseen data, the stacked ANNs increased the pre-
diction accuracy significantly over that of the single ANNs. The single
hidden layer stacked ANNs trained with trainbr achieved the closest
match with the experimental data on both the training database and
unseen data. Nevertheless, the increase of the number of hidden layers
for the stacked ANNs reduces the prediction accuracy on unseen data.
When applying the trained ANNs to predict the results of unseen
data, it is necessary to give a confidence interval for the prediction,
since closely agreeing results do not automatically mean high precision
of the predictions. It can be concluded that based on the data presented
in the two-hidden-layer ANNs trained with trainbr (14–5-21–3) had the
second best performance on the training database, but its stacked ANNs
had the worst performance on unseen data, likely caused by overfitting
of the ANNs. The network has memorised the relationship of the
training dataset, but it has not learned to generalise under new situa-
tions. In this work, the bootstrap resampling technique was used to
calculate the confidence intervals of predictions of stacked ANNs on
unseen data through the function bootci in MATLAB, which computes
the 95% bootstrap confidence interval based on the estimated standard
error of predictions. This is presented as error bars in Figs. 6–8, which
show the top three stacked ANNs on reactivity predictions of unseen
data with the 95% confidence intervals. In general, the predictions of
these three ANNs on unseen data are in good agreement with the ex-
perimental data, although there were some discrepancies in the AC, AN
and BR manganese ores. This may arise from the fact that most highly
correlated input features (identified in the reduced order models) were
similar in value but different experimental results were found. There
may have been experimental or analytical inaccuracies, or some other
material property not captured in the training dataset that could
identify the cause of this discrepancy. The average difference between
the experimental data and predictions of these three stacked ANNs on
the unseen data was 14.7% in Fig. 4(a), 15.2% in Fig. 4(b) and 18.0% in
Fig. 4(c). Compared with the reduced order 7-input ANNs
(MAE = 0.064 and R2 = 0.92, Fig. S.11. in the Supplementary
Materials), the 14-input ANNs (MAE= 0.057 and R2 = 0.94) presented
a much higher accuracy and robustness to the unseen data.
3.3. Sensitivity analysis
Besides using the trained ANNs to predict the reactivity of manga-
nese ores with different fuels, they can also be used to estimate the
potential effect of changing input values on the expected outputs, i.e. a
predictive sensitivity analysis. We have selected four input parameters:
Fe content, Mn content, BET surface area, and attrition index. Using the
average value of each input parameter of all the ores as a baseline, a
new dataset was created by varying these parameters by up to±50%
relative to the normalised inputs. The highest performing stacked ANN
model (14-13-3 with trainbr) was used to undertake the sensitivity
analysis, data from which is shown as Fig. 5. The results from the ANN
Fig. 3. Experimental and predicted reactivity and oxygen release of manganese ores as oxygen carriers at bed temperature 900 °C- (a) trainlm single hidden-layer (14-
input ANNs) and (b) trainlm two hidden-layer (14-input ANNs) (c) trainlm single hidden-layer (7 and 4-input ANNs) (d) trainlm two hidden-layer (7 and 4-input
ANNs).
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model, suggest that the BET surface area and attrition index have little
to no effect on predicted reactivity and oxygen release. While, the re-
activity with methane showed little effect from increasing Fe contents,
the Mn content did appear to negatively affect the reactivity with
syngas and CH4. A marginally positive effect on CH4 reactivity was
noticed from increasing the Fe content, BET surface area and attrition
index. Oxygen release was found to increase with an increasing Fe and
Mn contents and to a lesser extent with increasing BET surface area and
Fig. 4. (a) Predictions of stacked neural network (14-13-3) trained with trainbr with 95% confidence intervals on unseen data; (b) Predictions of stacked neural
network (14-8-3) trained with trainlm with 95% confidence intervals on unseen data; (c) Predictions of stacked neural network (14-7-12-3) trained with trainlm with
95% confidence intervals on unseen data.
Fig. 5. The predicted performance of reactivity with methane and syngas with 95% confidence intervals with the change in BET surface area, attrition index, and Fe
and Mn content of an averaged ore.
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attrition index. This analysis suggests that researchers should focus
more on the chemical composition of synthetic oxygen carriers rather
than simply aiming for a high surface area or high crushing strength
material. Similarly, researchers using natural ores should select mate-
rials primarily based on their chemical composition (Fe and Mn content
and other minor elemental species) rather than their physical char-
acteristics. However, it should be noted that there is likely a minimum
cut-off value for BET surface area and attrition index, below which
material are unsuitable for use in chemical-looping reactions.
3.4. Fe/Mn content in manganese ores
In the experimental investigations [22,23], it was observed that the
higher the Fe/Mn ratio the greater the oxygen release and methane
conversion. Using this knowledge, we can demonstrate the effect of
different Fe/Mn mass ratios on the oxygen release and reactivity with
different fuels by artificially modifying of the input values of Fe for the
EC ore using the trained ANNs. The EC ore has the highest mass con-
centration of Fe (normalised input 1) and the lowest mass concentration
of Mn (normalised input 0) than any other ores investigated in this
work and so offers a good starting point ore to vary the Fe/Mn from.
The new dataset has been generated by only modifying the normalised
input of Fe content of the EC ore from 0 to 1 at 0.1 intervals, and thus
different Fe/Mn mass ratios were achieved. The ANN model with the
lowest MAE and R2 determination coefficient has been applied to pre-
dict the performance of the new dataset of modified EC ores. Fig. 6
shows oxygen release rate and reactivity with different fuels of mod-
ified versions of EC ore where the Fe/Mn ratio was varied from 0.3 to
4.5. The results indicate that both oxygen release rate and reactivity
with methane improved with higher ratios of Fe/Mn while the effects
on reactivity with syngas are relatively small. This highlights the fact
that it may be possible to synthetically increase the Fe/Mn ratio of some
manganese ores/oxygen carriers to achieve enhanced performance.
3.5. Discussion
Oxygen carrying materials have been largely investigated experi-
mentally, however there been has limited work on investigation of the
oxygen carriers by applying ML algorithms. In this work, it is shown
that ANNs can utilised as a prediction tool to estimate the reactivity of
different manganese ores with different fuels for chemical-looping.
It is worth noting that artificial neural networks are a data-driven
method and the accuracy and robustness of ANNs is largely influenced
by the availability of reliable training data and therefore the precision
of these predictions is only ever as good as the initial experimental
training data. It is generally assumed that a large amount of good ex-
perimental data is readily available for oxygen carriers in chemical-
looping due to the numerous studies that have been carried out and
consequently the extensive number of publications on oxygen carrying
materials for the chemical-looping processes. In practice however, it is
problematic to collect a large amount of data on oxygen carriers for the
chemical-looping processes to establish a training database. The main
reason for this is that different experimental apparatuses (such as the
thermogravimetric analysers, and fixed- and fluidised- bed reactors) are
used, leading to very different results due to intra-particle mass transfer
limitations [52], and the same oxygen carriers may exhibit a different
performance in different reactors. Also, different researchers may de-
fine reactivity of oxygen carriers in different ways; for instance, some
researchers evaluate the reactivity of oxygen carriers based on the
oxygen carrier conversion, while others use the CO2 yield to indicate
the reactivity of oxygen carriers with different fuels [53]. These reasons
made it impractical to combine data from multiple literature sources
into a single dataset.
In this work, we have used the experimental data, gathered at
Chalmers University of Technology, of different manganese ores from
different mines around the world, which cover a broad range of ores, to
form the training data for ANNs. It was feasible to implement ANNs to
discover the relationships between the input features and the outputs,
and the most optimally performing ANNs were able act as predictor to
estimate the likely performance of new manganese ores. Although the
size of the training database relative to the number of inputs was re-
latively small, i.e. 171:14, several methods were employed to ensure
that the model minimised overfitting and maintained its generality. For
instance, 1) the data was normalised and randomly divided into a
training dataset, 2) different training algorithms were applied to study
the generality of the models, 3) a cross-validation based on the early
stopping mechanism was used, and 4) stacked neural networks were
adopted to prevent overfitting of the ANNs.
In addition to this, we have compared the results of the ANNs with
14 inputs with reduced-input ANNs where only the most important and
highest correlating features were used as inputs. These features were
selected based on a Pearson correlation and feature selection analysis.
Upon comparison, the results indicated that the reduced-input models
did not improve the robustness or accuracy of ANNs. We explain the
reason for this is because the physical and chemical properties of
manganese ores are complex and reducing the number of input vari-
ables of the ANNs will ignore some relatively minor, but important,
features relevant to the oxygen carriers’ performance. It should be
mentioned that ANNs have been successfully applied elsewhere with
limited datasets, of similar scale to ours, to predict the performance and
properties in materials science [54–56].
Stacked ANNs with bootstrap resampling technology was applied to
show the confidence bounds of the model predictions on unseen data
and indicated that the selected ANNs have high prediction efficiency for
both the new dataset and training dataset. These results indicate that it
is feasible to implement ANN or other ML techniques to assist in in-
vestigating the reactivity of oxygen-carrying materials and designing
new oxygen carriers as illustrated in Fig. 1. ML can potentially spot
links in datasets that would otherwise be missed and could lead to new
materials being selectively designed and manufactured with desired
properties or characteristics. Similar to the predictive sensitive analysis
of the selected inputs and the analysis of the impact of Fe/Mn ratio on
the performance of manganese ores in chemical-looping processes,
other effects such as varied inputs on the predicted results can be es-
timated. This can potentially provide useful information for
Fig. 6. The predicted effects of varied Fe/Mn mass ratio of manganese ore EC
on its oxygen release and reactivity with methane and syngas.
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optimisation and synthesis of oxygen-carrying materials.
In this work, an analysis of the different weights for the different
inputs (see Fig. 2) rendered complex correlations: the magnitude of the
weights of an input throughout the layers (three weights for double-
hidden-layers ANNs) can change in comparison to the weights of other
inputs. For example, when only comparing the first layer, the weight of
the input (e.g., temperature) is larger than that of the other input node
weights. However, according to the second layer, the input (e.g., ele-
mental concentration of magnesium) has the highest weighting. This
creates complex interlinked connections and as a result the weights
change dynamically throughout the layers. Consequently, no general
conclusions regarding the importance of the different inputs can be
deduced based on the weights and biases produced by the ANN training
algorithms. More research is required on producing an explainable ANN
for non-classification datasets. We have investigated the potential effect
of changing some of the input values on the expected outputs, and it can
be seen that the inputs of Fe and Mn have more effects on the predicted
data, which is also observed in tests of various manganese ores [22,44].
The ANNs developed in this work were focused on the experimental
investigation of manganese ores as oxygen carriers for CLC and CLOU in
a batch, lab-scale, fluidised bed reactor. Because of this, these models
may have some experimental testing bias and therefore as the results
are not based on empirical or intrinsic data, they may not accurately
estimate the performance of the same oxygen carrier ore in a different
testing facility. Furthermore, the important parameters of oxygen car-
riers, such as lifetime and long-term performance of oxygen carriers,
were not considered in these ANNs but should be investigated in the
future. The issue related to prediction accuracy of material properties
based on physical-chemical descriptors has also been faced by other
applications of ML in chemistry and chemical engineering. For instance,
Skoraczyński et al. [57] indicated that the current descriptors are in-
sufficient to predict the outcomes of organic reactions, and the new
fundamental chemical descriptors should be developed to improve the
performance of ML models. This is also the reason why the predictive
sensitive analysis of the inputs shows that chemical compositions (Fe
and Mn) of ores have larger impacts than their physical parameters
(BET surface area and attrition index). The quantity and quality of the
training dataset play a significant role in the performance of the ANN
models and what useful information we can extract from the data. The
performance data of the manganese ores in a variety of different re-
actors would be a useful addition to the dataset to aid the development
of ANNs that can predict the performance of manganese ores as oxygen
carriers for a variety of different applications, for instance, OCAC, CLR,
CLG, CLC and CLOU.
4. Summary and conclusions
In this work, we demonstrated an approach to predict the reactivity
of manganese ores as oxygen-carrying materials in chemical-looping
processes using machine learning (ML) algorithms named artificial
neural networks (ANNs). We illustrate and discuss several methods such
as different training algorithms, optimal topology and stacked ANNs
with bootstrap techniques to prevent the overfitting with small data-
sets. We showed that trained ANNs can provide very good performance
predictions for heterogeneous, multi-component materials (oxygen
carrier ores) for chemical-looping processes. These models were tested
on unseen experimental and demonstrated their high level of accuracy
and generality. The most optimal ANN model for the manganese ores
reactivity predictions had a topology of 14-13-3 and was trained with
the trainbr algorithm, which was able to achieve the highest R2 (0.94)
and lowest MAE (0.057).
ML is an effective approach to estimate the performance of oxygen-
carrying materials for the chemical-looping process, and it improved as
more datasets of oxygen-carrying materials were generated. These al-
gorithms potentially offer new insights into historical research data on
oxygen carriers in chemical-looping processes and could provide a
rapid tool to predict the performance of oxygen-carrying materials
without the need for significant further experimental investigation and
reduce the testing time and cost to evaluate and develop new oxygen-
carrier materials. We envisage that ML will accelerate the discovery,
design, synthesis, and characterisation of oxygen-carrier materials for
chemical-looping processes.
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